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Letter 493
“The Kingdom Of Heaven Suffers Violence,
And The Violent Take It By Force”
2016-07-17
Dear Dan,
Sunday, 17 July 2016, 10AM.
After getting back home from Starbucks, I made a little breakfast, then went into the Family
TV room to sit and eat.
I turned on the TV, which was already set to a news channel, and immediately began
learning about another Police ambush, this time occurring in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
Later I asked the Lord if there was anything I could do. This letter is His answer.
Jesus is saying that…
“…what we are witnessing this year is the culmination of many, many years of seeds of
violence being sown into the hearts of men.
Sometimes the seeds came directly from Hell. Other times they have come from some of our
neighbors. But mostly they came from a lack of forgiveness by oneself of oneself, and then
to others.
This then fulRills the Scripture where it says:

"

And because lawlessness will abound, the love of many will grow cold.
Matthew 24:12
One of the Laws I command in Scripture is to FORGIVE.
The abandonment of Sound Doctrine by many Mainline Church Denominations is the major
contributor to Lawlessness on Earth. These Churches then in their own blindness aid and
abet such monstrous philosophies as murder for convenience sake, known as abortion, and
approving of the sin of homo-sexuality.
The shedding of innocent blood in the form of abortion is lawlessness because it is murder,
and has caused the most damage, because there is no redress for Justice on Earth for those
who are murdered.
The abandonment of Sound Doctrine by the Church is to Me the same as Divorce, and as
such, “… covers one's garment with violence,…” (Malachi 2:16).
The United States has been made shipwreck by this philosophy of violence which is
prevalent in much of the Founding Church.
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But, I am raising up another Church in its place. This Church will declare True Things
according to Scripture, and not shrink back from forgiving all that I have said to forgive.
This Church will honor Me as its Head, and will follow Me wherever I go.
This is the Church that will violently overthrow sin in their own lives through forgiveness,
and violently overthrow Hell by “… the blood of the Lamb and by the word of their
testimony, and they did not love their lives to the death (Revelation 12:11).”
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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